[Evaluation of an animal model in endoscopic surgery of the cerebello-pontine angle].
In the last few years one can observe a dynamic evolution of the minimal invasive surgery, particularly in the field of the skull base surgery. We are now in a front of a big problem with human specimen for dissection. They become rare. Those circumstances force us to look for an animal model to perform dissections. The swine is a very well known model for general and thoracic surgery but we can hear also some attempt of using it in the field of the skull base surgery. Authors tried to deal with the endoscopic anatomy of the cerebello-pontine angle through the retrosigmoid approach. During this study they found that we could find structures which are analogical to human's one. Animal models will not take place of human specimens in surgical training but they can considerably reduce their number. Difficult technique and unusual tools demands a lot of hours of training, and a big part of it can be easily performed on animal models. Authors present their own experience.